
Unto the Ansteorran College of Heralds does Perronnelle Charrette de La Tour du Pin, Retiarius 

Pursuivant, make most courteous greetings.  

For information on commentary submission formats or to receive a copy of the collated 

commentary, you can contact me at:  

Charlene Charette  

15910 Valverde Drive, Houston, TX 77083  

281/277-4055 (11am-10pm)  

charlene@flash.net 

 

Commenters for this issue:  

Da'ud ibn Auda - al-Jamal Herald  

Gawain of Miskbridge - Green Anchor Herald  

Talan Gwynek - Fause Lozenge  

Emerald Keep - Lord Liam MacAoidh, Pursuivant of Emerald Keep; Eoghainn Gill'erne, 

Deputy Pursuivant; and Earl Gerard MacEanruig  

Bryn Gwlad - There was no group meeting. Kathleen O'Brien / Mari Elspeth nic Bryan 

commented on names - her text is marked by "Mari:" below. Daniel de Lincoln wrote the rest, 

and checked for conflicts in the new! 7th ed. Ordinary (thru May 1997).  

Northkeep - Consulting Heralds: Anton Rukh & Catrin ferch Gwilym, Branch Heralds, Livia 

Madeline Montgomery, Dunstana Talana the Violet, Etienne de St. Amaranthe (Obelisk Herald), 

Maeve Eithne 

 

1. Albrecht of Catsprey (Loch Soilleir)  

Resubmitted Device; Name Passed Kingdom 03/97  

Proposed Blazon: Azure, a fountain between two Manx cats, a base wavy argent.  

Da'ud ibn Auda  



[Device] Umm, if the "fountain" is "argent and vert" [Eeew! It's gone stagnant! And green! {}], 

it is no longer a fountain, which is specifically defined as a roundel barry wavy argent and azure 

[or azure and argent]. Since cats do not have a defined default posture (unlike, say, lions), their 

posture here must be blazoned. They appear to be sejant guardant respectant. Blazon fu: Azure, 

a roundel barry wavy argent and vert between two Manx cats sejant guardant respectant, a base 

wavy argent.  

Gawain Miskbridge  

[Device] The cats are sejant guardant, and seem also to be somewhat in trian aspect. A fountain 

is barry wavy argent and azure by definition; this is simply a roundel barry wavy argent and vert.  

Talan Gwynek  

[Device] A fountain is by definition a roundel barry wavy argent and azure, so this roundel will 

have to be blazoned in full: a roundel barry wavy argent and vert. (Actually, the emblazon 

shows an odd number of bars, so technically the roundel is either argent barry wavy vert or vert 

barry wavy argent, but the intent is clear enough.) The cats are sejant respectant gardant. I don't 

know whether the Manx is a period breed, and there seems to be no reason to blazon the breed 

anyway. Finally, the three free-standing charges seem to be a single primary group. There's a 

subtle distinction that can be drawn between in fess an X between two Ys and an X between in 

fess two Ys: the former describes a single group, while the latter describes a single primary 

charge between two secondary charges. The distinction isn't always made, but given the 

workings of the SCA Rules for Submissions, it's a very useful one to have, so I make this Azure, 

in fess a roundel barry wavy argent and vert between two cats sejant respectant gardant and a 

base wavy argent.  

Emerald Keep  

[Device] The following is not represented by the blazon: The Manx cats are sejant guardant, the 

dexter one contourney (respectant would not have been used, as the cats are not "facing" each 

other.) What tincture are the cats? The tinctures of the fountain must be blazoned if they are not 

the default colors of argent and azure (which would have been acceptable in mundane usage, 

though apparently not in SCA.) Suggested blazon: "Azure a fountain argent and vert between 

two Manx cats sejant guardant the dexter contourney and a base wavy argent."  

Bryn Gwlad  

Name reg. 7/97. Dev. rtn. by kingdom 3/97 as stated.  

[Device] The reasons for the previous return have been addressed. I guess those are Manx cats, 

because I expect most depictions of cats show their tails. Close but clear of Tamera 

FitzGloucestre of the White Boar, "Azure, two cats combattant, tails sufflexed, argent, both 

maintaining a fountain fimbriated argent": number of primaries, adding a base, postures.  

Northkeep  



[Device] Problem with fountain tincture would seem to still exist. Cats should be blazoned as 

sejant. Difficult to identify elements from a distance. Problems that resulted in earlier return 

seem not yet solved. 

 

2. Colin Severne (Steppes)  

New Device; Name Passed Kingdom 04/97  

Proposed Blazon: Or, a pall inverted sable between two peacocks close respectant proper and a 

spider inverted sable marked Or.  

Da'ud ibn Auda  

[Device] The poor Or markings on the spider are my fault, not the submitter's. He definitely 

wants the spider to be sable marked Or, probably along the lines of the Golden Garden spider 

(more often found in more northerly climes. I don't ever recall having seen one down here).  

Talan Gwynek  

[Device] If the markings are essentially invisible, we should probably omit them from the 

blazon. This would be significantly improved by righting the spider. I can't offhand think of any 

inverted 'insects' in period armory.  

Emerald Keep  

[Device] We would suggest removing the "marked Or" from the spider, especially since Asterisk 

notes that the markings are virtually invisible - the rest of the device we find to be acceptable, 

barring any conflicts.  

Bryn Gwlad  

Name is on the 31 May 97 LoI, to be ruled on 6 Sept. This ought to be a resub: his name and 

device were on the 2/94 ILoI, which apparently have yet to be ruled on.  

[Device] If the markings are almost invisible, I'd drop them from the blazon.  

Northkeep  

[Device] Charges found to be unidentifiable from a distance, except for pall inverted. No 

conflicts found. 

 

3. Dietrich Kempenich von Eltz (Tempio)  



New Name; New Device  

Da'ud ibn Auda  

[Device] [The deer appears to have had all his ermine spots fall off. Is it molting season? {}]  

Talan Gwynek  

[Name] Dietrich is a relatively late-period spelling; the name of the 13th c. poet is likely to have 

been written Diterich. Bahlow confirms that Kempenich is a surname derived from a place-name. 

Brechenmacher s.n. Elz says that Elz is a common place-name and the name of a river. He cites 

Gottfried Elz 1518. He doesn't have a period example with the t, but I expect that this is within 

the range of reasonable variation, at least late in our period. So far as I can see, this is an 

acceptable late-period name as it stands.  

[Device] Is the stag really ermine?  

Emerald Keep  

[Name] We find nothing wrong with the name.  

[Device] The blazon, however, fails to make the tincture of the collar concise; also, our 

consensus feels that "attired argent" or "Or" would give a more pleasing appearance than making 

the entire stag "ermine". The ancient practice would interpret this to intend for the ermine spots 

to appear on the antlers as well.  

Bryn Gwlad  

[Name] Hans Bahlow, trans. Edda Gentry, Dictionary of German Names, (Madison: Max Kade 

Institute, 1993, ISBN 0-924119-35-7), p. 86, s. n. itself, has no dates per se, but lists forms 

"MGer-Sil", "LGer". Kempenich: "place name in Eifel region", ibid, p. 290, s. n. itself. "Eltz, 

Eltzer: pl. n. Eltz (Moselle, Neckar) is actually a prehistor. river name", ibid, p. 114.  

[Device] I'm not sure if the collar and/or sun would be worth a CD. A Bruce prec. says gorging 

usually isn't for a full beast. However, the sun is about as large a tertiary would be if detached. 

Fortunately, the CD doesn't seem necessary.  

Northkeep  

[Name] Our sources provide no additional documentation for Kempenich.  

[Device] Sun depending from stag's collar difficult to see. No conflicts found. 

 

4. Eberhardine zu Zell (Tempio)  



New Name; New Device  

Proposed Blazon: Vert, a seeblatt Or and a bordure ermine.  

Da'ud ibn Auda  

[Name] "Yonge is no longer considered a trustworthy source. Her main strength is the breadth of 

languages she covered; for many of those languages (including French) she has been superceded 

by far more reliable works." (Bruce Draconarius of Mistholme, LoAR September 1992, p. 6)  

The usual "German locative preposition" is von. What does "zu" mean? My German-

English/English-German Common Usage Dictionary, p. 63, gives "ZU 1. prep. (dat.), To, at, by, 

near, beside, for, with, in front of, on." None of these sound right for use with the name of a 

town. I realize that von does not sound like zu, but I don't think we can use zu here.  

Talan Gwynek  

[Name] I would be astonished if the feminization Eberhardine were period; most of these 

Latinate feminizations of traditionally feminine Germanic names date from the 18th and 19th c. 

If there had been a medieval feminization, it would have been something like Eberharda, but I 

can find no evidence that such a form existed. There is, however, a genuine feminine name 

Ebergard(is) that appears in Morlet (I:77a, 78a) as Evregardis 965 and in a slightly modified 

form as Evrengardis c.800. Although I haven't an actual citation, I'd be willing to suppose that 

Ebergard(is) might have survived in Germany long enough for an Ebergard(is) von Zell to make 

sense. I can't get any closer in sound than that, I'm afraid. (Yonge's notion that it is the source of 

Ebba is absurd: that type of pet name is ancient.)  

At one time the College was under the impression that zu was used in German locative surnames 

of this type, but the evidence was found to have been misunderstood. While it is conceivable that 

there are isolated exceptions, the attested usage is like this: von, like English of, is used with 

proper place-names, and zu, like Middle English atte, is used with topographical features. The 

correct form is therefore von Zell. Brechenmacher s.n. Zell(er) says that there are countless 

places with this name and cites Uolr. dictus Zeller 1282. This confirms that the place-name Zell 

goes back at least to the 13th c. (It also shows a common German type of locative surname that is 

under-represented in the SCA, the 'ethnic' form: a Zeller is someone from Zell.)  

Emerald Keep  

We find nothing wrong with either the name or the device, barring any conflicts; also, it is good 

to see someone using the lozenge for a lady's device - very pretty!  

Bryn Gwlad  

[Name] Bahlow trans. cites (p. 101, s.n. Eberhar(d)t) "E. im Bart 1445", and other dated forms 

s.n. Eberlein below that. I have no help for -ine. Ibid, p. 631, s.n. Zeller, Ulrich Zeller to 1282, 



and mentions Zellmer and Zellmann. -er, -mer, and -mann are geographic suffixes (e.g., 

Berliner).  

[Device] Probably clear of Alanna ni Druhan, "Vert, a leaf within a bordure Or." 1 CD for the 

bordure tincture. Da'ud 2.1 prec. s.v. Leaf gives a CD for oak leaf versus maple leaf. The Pic Dic 

s.v. Leaf says "The default heraldic leaf seems to be a generic sort, with a simple elliptical 

shape".  

Northkeep  

[Name] Yonge not considered approved source. Should not locative be 'von' rather than 'zu'? 

Since sound most important this may be a problem. Feminization of masculine name seems 

French rather than German. Was this a normal usage for place & period?  

[Device] Device has no conflicts found. Nice heraldry. 

 

5. Edmond du Pins Argent (Loch Soilleir)  

New Name; New Device  

Proposed Blazon: Sable, on a bend argent, three frogs tergiant gules.  

Da'ud ibn Auda  

[Name] Is there any documentation for the use of "argent" in a geographic byname like this? Is 

there any support for adding the "s" to "du Pin"?  

[Device] It must be specified that the frogs are palewise. "Charges, whether placed in or on an 

Ordinary, always incline in the direction of such Ordinary." (John E. Cussans, Handbook of 

Heraldry, 1882, p. 160)  

Conflict with Marieke van de Dal (May 1981), Sable, on a bend argent a bendlet voided azure, 

therein five beech leaves palewise vert, and with Siegfried von Hoflichskeit (January 1973), 

Sable, on a bend argent a mullet of four points elongated to base gyronny Or and sable. In each 

case there is only one CD for the multiple changes to the tertiaries, per RfS X.4.j. ("No more 

than one clear difference can be obtained from changes to the same group of charges on other 

charges.")  

Gawain Miskbridge  

[Device] The frogs are palewise.  

Talan Gwynek  



[Name] Edmond isn't any form of Edward, French or otherwise; it's an independent name that 

Dauzat happens to discuss in his article on Edard. The byname has some problems. What Dauzat 

has is actually Dupin, not Dupins, and for a good reason: du is a contraction of the preposition de 

and the masculine singular definite article le and therefore could not be followed by the plural 

pins. The correct construction is des Pins. The English silver is both a noun and an adjective; 

French argent is only a noun. The adjectival sense is expressed by the phrase d'argent, literally 

'of silver', or, if the specific sense 'silver-colored' is meant, argenté, as in aux cheveux argentés 

'silver-haired'. (One of my dictionaries allows the use of argent as an indeclinable adjective 

meaning 'silver-colored'; two do not. It may be a more recent usage, or it may simply be very 

rare. In either case we should probably avoid it.) The available models suggest that argenté is a 

better choice for the figurative usage intended here; if so, the byname would be des Pins 

Argentés. (The alternative is des Pins d'Argent, but it may connote pines made of the metal!) One 

question remains: is this a reasonable locative? Are there French conifers that could reasonably 

be described as 'silver', and would such a clumsy byname actually have been used?  

[Device] The frogs are tergiant palewise; it's a pity they don't follow the bend.  

Emerald Keep  

We find nothing wrong with either the name or the device, barring any conflicts.  

Bryn Gwlad  

[Name] All this is Mari's. Edmond - Withycombe (pp. 93-94) lists the name Edmond. However 

the only dating that Withycombe gives for the spelling "Edmond" is "Edmund was often written 

in the French form Edmond in the later Middle Ages." "Edmond" appears in this spelling in the 

Dymock parish registers (Gray, 1960) beginning on 19 Apr 1539 with the christening & burying 

of "John s. of Edmond & Jone Skyrme" (p. 2). Different men with the spelling "Edmond" also 

appear on p. 2 on 16 Oct 1539 and 22 Jan 1539/40 (the Dymock registers indicate the change in 

the beginning of the year by this notation.) [Gray, Irvine and J. E. Gethyn-Jones, editors. "The 

Registers of the Church of St. Mary, Dymock, 1538-1790 (Baptisms and burials 1538-1788; 

Marriages 1538-1790)". Bristol and Gloucestershire Archaeological Society, Records Section. 

Issued 1960.]  

Du Pins Argent - Reaney (English Surnames, 3rd edition, p. 352) under "Pine" lists "del Pin" 

dated to 1130, and "de Pyne" dated to 1277. He says "Combepyne and Upton Pyne (Devon) were 

held in the 13th century by a family of de Pyn who may have come from Le Pin (Calvados) or 

some other French place named from a prominent pine."  

[Device] The frogs are palewise. (Can we possibly convince Edmond to go with frogs bendwise, 

the period default and far better style?)  

Conflicts with Siegfried von Hoflichskeit, device (1/73), "Sable, on a bend argent a mullet of 

four points elongated to base gyronny Or and sable", with one CD for all the changes to the 

single group of tertiaries. However, I've e-mailed the Duke and he's given His Gracious 

permission to conflict. I have his snail-mail address; I need to mail him the letter of permission.  



Northkeep  

[Name] Catrin's years of living in France lead her to suggest perhaps proper form should be 'aux 

Pines Argentes', though many years since regular practice of the language may be playing her 

false.  

[Device] Love the frogs. Great heraldry from a frog-lover's point of view. No conflicts found. 

 

6. Elspeth of Ben vorlich (Loch Soilleir)  

New Name; New Device  

Da'ud ibn Auda  

[Device] The tincture of the flames of the braziers are not blazoned; presumably (from the 

blazon) they are not argent. If they are, as Asterisk notes, "gules fimbriated Or", then we have a 

problem. "Though blazoned as 'enflamed argent and azure', the flames were drawn on the large 

emblazon as 'azure, fimbriated argent'. We have disallowed fimbriated flames for quite some 

time." (Da'ud ibn Auda, LoAR December 1993, p.15) "Additionally, the flames are (for the most 

part) Or, fimbriated gules, which is not allowed." (Da'ud ibn Auda, LoAR August 1994, p. 16)  

The fact that the cups are palewise needs to be blazoned. "Charges, whether placed in or on an 

Ordinary, always incline in the direction of such Ordinary." (John E. Cussans, Handbook of 

Heraldry, 1882, p. 160) Their tincture is not blazoned. If they are brown, then they should be 

blazoned as wooden cups proper.  

Gawain Miskbridge  

[Device] The cups are palewise. I believe the flames will have to be redone with alternating 

tongues of Or and gules. The blazon make the flames argent; try "Azure, on a bend between two 

braziers argent enflamed four wooden cups palewise proper."  

Talan Gwynek  

[Name] Black s.n. Panton notes Dame Elspeth or Elizabeth Pantone 1539-48. W.J. Watson, The 

History of the Celtic Place-Names of Scotland (Dublin: Irish Academic Press, 1986), p.80, notes 

says that the names Ben Vorlich and Ardvorlich on Loch Lomond repeat names found on Loch 

Earn that appear in Blaeu's atlas of Scotland as Ardvouirlig and Binvouirlyg. (This appears to be 

the Scottish part of the great atlas published in Amsterdam in 1654.) The Loch Lomond 

Ardvorlich appears as late as c.1800 as Ardvurlig. Watson, whose book was originally published 

in 1923, notes that when he elicited the Gaelic name some years earlier, older speakers all gave it 

as Beinn Mhur'laig, while younger ones often used Beinn Mhurlaich. This, together with the 

attested spellings, suggests that the final ch of the English may be fairly modern. I'd make this 



Elspeth of Binvouirlig. (At a bare minimum it should be Benvorlig, but it seems silly not to use a 

known form.)  

[Device] The arms seem to be Azure, on a bend two braziers argent enflamed four wooden cups 

palewise proper. I'll leave the flames to al-Jamal's tender mercies.  

Emerald Keep  

[Name] With the name we find no problems.  

[Device] The emblazon, however, shows the "illegal" fimbriated flames in the braziers. The 

blazon might be re-worded to read: "Azure on a bend argent four wooden cups palewise, all 

between two braziers of the ordinary enflamed."  

Bryn Gwlad  

[Name] Ben Vorlich is actually between Loch Earn and Lake Katrine. Mari: Elspeth - 

Withycombe ([ed.] 3, pp. 99-100) lists the name Elspeth under Elizabeth, identifying "Elspeth" 

as a Scottish variant. There is no specific date for Elspeth.  

[Device] The cups are palewise.  

Da'ud wrote, 4/95 Cover Letter, "The practice in the SCA of making flames red on the outside 

and yellow in the center (or vice versa) appears to be based on incorrect assumptions and should 

be discontinued." Mikolaj Krasnik, 2/97 LoAR, Aten. returns, was bounced for this. I found 

several other similar returns in between.  

Despite the occasional gouttes of gules, I'd say the flames are mostly fimbriated and should be 

returned. If she redraws and resubs, there appear to be no conflicts.  

Northkeep  

Good name, bold device. No conflicts found. 

 

7. Gerard MacEanruig (Emerald Keep)  

Device Change; Name Registered 10/82  

Proposed Blazon: Per chevron rayonny vert and Or, in chief between two lions combattant Or, a 

coronet argent, in base a dragon passant azure.  

Da'ud ibn Auda  



[Device] Given the difference in sizes of the charges, the crown appears to be a secondary charge 

rather than a fourth primary, which is what the blazon would leave one to believe. Perhaps if we 

reblazoned to: Per chevron rayonny vert and Or, two lions combattant Or and a dragon passant 

azure, in chief [or, between the lions] a coronet Or?  

Talan Gwynek  

[Device] (I assume that he's entitled to the crown.) The crown is clearly an addition to the main 

design, so I'd blazon this Per chevron rayonny vert and or, two lions combattant or and a dragon 

passant azure and in chief a coronet argent.  

Emerald Keep  

[Device] We find no problems with this device, though the usual ancient blazoning of the lions 

would be "of the base" rather than repeating the tincture "Or."  

Bryn Gwlad  

[Device] (Editorial: Gak.) The Pic Dic says that the SCA uses the term "coronet" for personal 

arms, though there is no visual distinction versus a crown.  

Northkeep  

[Device] Attractive device. No conflict found. 

 

8. Gianni Arcieri (Stargate)  

New Name  

Talan Gwynek  

[Name] The name is excellent. De Felice (Cognomi) s.n. Arcari specifically mentions Arcieri as 

a rare surname. It is transparently derived from arciere 'archer'. Rhian Lyth, Italian Personal 

Names, Herald's Procs., Caidan Heraldic Symposium, A.S. xxiv, dates the shorter form Gian to 

the 16th c. and also has Giano 1383, 1427. I can't imagine that the diminutive Gianni (from the 

popular Giovanni) wasn't also in use, especially since it occurs as a family name in the Florentine 

Catasto of 1427, some of the data from which is available on-line at 

<http://swansong.stg.brown.edu/projects/catasto/overview.html>. On further investigation I see 

that there's even better evidence. The feminine Giana appears in a 1285 tax roll from the city of 

Perugia, as may be seen at <http://www.panix.com/~mittle/names/perugia/>. Moreover, the 

diminutives Giannino, Giannozzo, and Giannotto and the variant Giano all occur more than once 

as forenames in the Florentine data. I did not verify this with the search engine at the first URL; 

these names have been collected at <http://www.srv.net/~thor/toddf/names.htm>. There is also at 



this site a list of the patronymics (here in the literal sense of 'father's forename') from the 

Florentine data, and it has three instances of Gianni.  

Emerald Keep  

[Name] We find no problems with this name, barring any conflicts.  

Bryn Gwlad  

[Name] I definitely think that we should have hardcopy of Web documentation, as with any other 

source not on the Appendix H "no copy needed" list.  

Northkeep  

[Name] No conflict found. 

 

9. Gunther the Just (Rosenfeld)  

New Device; Name Registered 10/95  

Proposed Blazon: Gules, a pair of balances supported by a axe inverted in pale Or.  

Da'ud ibn Auda  

[Device] According to the Pictorial Dictionary, "A balance is a weighing instrument, consisting 

of a lever arm with two pans. Sometimes the balance is loosely termed 'a set of scales', though in 

strict fact the scales are simply the lever-and-pans; since scales may be used as a charge in their 

own right, it is best to use the correct term. The balance comes in two forms: a 'hand balance' or 

'hanging balance', with a handle to chief [34a], and a 'standing balance' on a pedestal [34b]. The 

latter is the more common in Society heraldry; the exact type should nonetheless be blazoned." 

Based on this discussion, we should probably reblazon the "pair of balances" as a hanging 

balance.  

"Supported by" is a slightly ambiguous term here. We may wish to reblazon this to make the axe 

the primary charge (it does have the greatest visual weight here). Gules, an axe inverted and 

balanced on its haft a hanging balance Or.  

Visually reminiscent, but technically clear of, Conrad Tolbert Regnault: Azure, a sword proper, 

and balanced on its point a pair of scales Or.  

This may be in conflict with Elena Anatolievna Pavlova (January 1994), (Fieldless) A standing 

balance Or. There is certainly one CD for fielded vs. fieldless, but how much between a standing 

balance (cross-arm with pans, tall thin vertical post and wide horizontal base) and this "standing 

balance" which has an axe (tall thin vertical shaft and wide horizontal blades) for its base?  



Talan Gwynek  

[Device] The blazon doesn't seem to me to describe the emblazon. I don't see a pair of balances 

supported by an axe; I see a standing balance whose upright support is an axe. After reading the 

PicDic entry for BALANCE, I think that the most accurate description of this picture is Gules, a 

double-bitted axe inverted surmounted in chief by a set of scales or.  

Emerald Keep  

[Device] The blazon should read "Gules a balance supported by a double-headed axe palewise 

inverted Or." The correct term was "a balance" rather than "a pair of balances."  

Bryn Gwlad  

[Device] The axe is palewise, not in pale.  

Consider Elena Anatolievna Pavlova (1/94) "(Fieldless) A standing balance Or". 1 CD for the 

field. The Pic Dic, s.v. Balance, shows a standing balance as having a slender but slightly 

tapering upright and a widish base. Is there a second CD? If it were just an axe versus an obelisk, 

say, I'd say OK. However, the identifiability of the axe here is hindered by the scales. The scales 

are the first thing I noticed, and the fact that it's an axe holding them up took a little while to 

register. Axes usually don't do that.  

Northkeep  

[Device] Nice heraldry. No conflict found. 

 

10. Kenneth Montgomery (Stargate)  

New Device; Name Registered ??/??  

Proposed Blazon: Argent, a fess azure charged with a sturgeon contourney inverted argent, all 

between three crescents sable.  

Da'ud ibn Auda  

[Device] Serious blazon fu! Tertiary charges are normally blazoned after all of the charges on the 

field (except for peripheral charges); the fish's posture should be more specifically blazoned as 

naiant (it could theoretically just as easily be "haurient contourny inverted"); there is no "e" in 

contourny; the "crescents" are actually decrescents. Argent, on a fess azure between three 

decrescents sable, a sturgeon naiant contourny inverted argent.  

[Regarding the fish: "He's dead, Jim." "Dammit, Jim, I'm a doctor, not a taxidermist!" {}]  



No conflicts found.  

Gawain Miskbridge  

[Device] I'd very much like to see evidence for the period use of living creatures inverted. The 

secondary charges are not crescents, but decrescents. Blazon fu: "Argent, on a fess azure 

between three decrescents sable, a sturgeon countourny inverted argent."  

Talan Gwynek  

[Device] The blazon is a bit out of order. I make it Argent, on a fess azure between three 

decrescents sable a sturgeon naiant contourny inverted argent. There's no problem with a 

sturgeon; in Randle Holme's Book there's a canting coat for STORGON in which the fish - 

obviously sturgeonlike - are blazoned storgons, i.e., sturgeons. However, I know of no period 

justification for turning him upside-down, and I really think that he'll have to be restored to a 

more comfortable upright posture before this can be registered. If that were done, this would be 

quite nice.  

Emerald Keep  

[Device] We have no problems with this device, barring any conflicts.  

Bryn Gwlad  

Is this Kenneth Montgomery of Eaglesham, reg. 9/93 via the East?  

[Device] They are decrescents. Standard SCA blazon would be "Argent, on a fess azure between 

three descrescents sable, a sturgeon mortant contourney argent".  

'The rat "mortant" ("couchant contourny inverted") does not appear to be a period position, but 

rather a modern [Institute for the Preservation of Outlandish Culture] invention', 3/92 LoAR, 

Kelwin Ratslayer, Atenveldt returns. Other returns were Eric Fox worthy, 11/90, which there 

listed returns on the LoARs of "14 April 1985, p. 9 and 7 July 1986, p. 17". This fish needs to be 

flushed, alas. If redrawn with an upright fish, it should be clear.  

Northkeep  

[Device] No conflict found. 

 

11. Klare metten Katten (Stargate)  

New Name  

Talan Gwynek  



[Name] (And of course by now I've deleted all of the correspondence.)  

Emerald Keep  

[Name] We have no problems with this name, barring any conflicts.  

Bryn Gwlad  

[Name] Mari: Klare - Withycombe (p. 67) lists the name Clare and gives "Clara" dated to 1210 

and "Clare" dated to 1379.  

Bahlow, trans. Edda Gentry, p. 297, s.n. Klar, mentions "Nitsche Claren son [Clara's son], 

Liegnitz 1384". S.n. Katte, p. 288: "= Katze, cat. Hence Kattfu{ss} [cat foot], Kattenstert [LGer. 

= cat's tail]." - Why I'm trying to add to Talan's documentation I'm sure I'll never know.  

Northkeep  

[Name] Interesting name construction. No conflicts found. 

 

12. Lindenwood, Canton of  

New Name; New Device  

Proposed Blazon: Per chevron gules and azure, a chevron throughout and in base a cinquefoil 

within a laurel wreath Or.  

Da'ud ibn Auda  

[Name] It could also be argued that the name, besides meaning "Linden's wood(s)", could be for 

a large wood containing trees which are predominantly lindens, or "(the) linden wood(s)". Either 

way, I see no particular difficulty with the name.  

[Device] The word "and" is extraneous and could be deleted. As drawn in the mini- emblazon, 

the cinquefoil is "inverted". (But at least they're using a real laurel wreath, not "two sprigs of 

laurel crossed in saltire at the base".)  

Gawain Miskbridge  

[Name] Leafing through Mills, I find "-wood" appended only to given names, not surnames. 

Additionally, I see very few placenames of the "[Tree-name]wood" type. Interestingly, one of 

them is "Linwood" the name of a town in Hampshire and another in Lincolnshire. See Mills, p. 

212, who glosses it as "lime-tree wood".  

[Device] The wreath is pretty skimpy, but at least it's circular.  



Talan Gwynek  

[Name] The name is reasonable enough as a late-period form, but the justification given in the 

ILoI doesn't work. Smith, English Place-Name Elements s.v. wudu notes that in compounds this 

element is usually found with: tree-names; words for timber, posts, etc.; plant-names; bird-

names; animal-names; adjectives and adverbs denoting position (e.g., such meanings as 'east', 

'between', etc.); descriptive adjectives; words for nearby topographical features, natural and man-

made; old river- and place-names; words denoting people, like biscop 'bishop'; personal names; 

and names of tribes or peoples. (These appear to be arranged roughly in descending order by 

frequency.) The ILoI presumably means to justify this as an example of the penultimate type, 

with a personal name as modifier. The problem with that idea is that the personal names in 

question are forenames. They aren't necessarily Old English, but they don't seem to include 

bynames. Linden, as a quick glance at Reaney & Wilson shows, is in origin a locative byname, 

and a justification on this basis could be constructed. However, there is a much more plausible 

derivation of the name.  

There are at least three places in England named Linwood, with such spellings as Lindwude 

1200. These are clearly from Old English lind 'a lime-tree'. There is also an OE adjective linden 

'growing with lime-trees' that once appeared in the place-name Lindfield (Lendenfelda c.765). A 

similar construction is seen in Oakenshaw (Okenschagh 1402): not only is the adjectival suffix -

en preserved, but the second element means essentially 'a wood'. There seems to be no reason to 

doubt that an original OE lindenwudu could have survived into the Middle Ages as Lindenwode, 

eventually becoming Lindenwood at the very end of our period. (Place-name forms are from 

Ekwall.)  

Emerald Keep  

[Device] We have no problems with this device, barring any conflicts.  

Bryn Gwlad  

[Name] Mari: Black mentions an area called Linwood in the parish of Kilbarchan, Renfrewshire 

(Entry "Linwood", p. 430). He cites the spelling Linwoode dating it to 1621. Under the entry 

Ligertwood, he identifies a hamlet named Legerwood in the parish of Legerwood in 

Berwickshire.  

Mari: Reaney (p. 280) lists Linden but does not give a date for that spelling. Lyndon is dated to 

1405, and de Lindon to 1202. Alternatively, it may be possible to document this name as a type 

of wood, in the same manner as calling yew, yewwood; or oak, oakwood. My dictionary 

(Random House paperback, 1980, p. 522) defines linden as "a large shade tree having fragrant 

yellowish-white flowers and heart shaped leaves".  

It looks like "linden" can be a name element. Johnson, Place Names of England and Wales, 

1915, suggests Lindsey (that s.n., p. 346) is "more likely to be 'isle of the lime-tree, or linden', 

Old Eng. and Old Norse 'lind'." (P. 46 says -ay, -ea, -ey, -y are from "Old Eng. íg, island".) 

Reaney and Wilson, 3rd ed., s.n. Lindwood, p. 280, de Lindwude 1196, de Lyndewode 1334, but 



no etymology past Linwood. "tree type + hurst": p. 327, s.n. Oakhurst, have de Okhurste 1283, 

Okhurst 1395. P. 16, s.n. Ashhurst: de Asherst 1192, de Ashurst 1305, Asshurst 1525.  

Lots of wood- names, but -wood seems rare. Johnson, p. 436, s.n. Selwood, Sealwudu 893 (good 

wood). S.n. Sherwood, p. 440, Schirewude 1189 (shire wood). S.n. Upwood, p. 448 Uppwude 

1183 (upper wood). S.n. Verwood, p. 489, doubtful. S.n. Wetwood: Wetwude 1298. S.n., 

Wicklewood, p. 508, c. 1000, doubtful. S.n. Wychwood, p. 522: Huchewode 1086 (wood of the 

Huiccii tribe). - and that's all the examples starting R-Z.  

Summary: I have no evidence for "surname + -wood", tho the missing etymologies might help. I 

guess it's registerable, but Lindenhurst seems more plausible (given evidence for "tree type + 

hurst").  

[Device] "Per chevron throughout". The cinquefoil is "inverted". They could use a far better 

laurel wreath ...  

Northkeep  

[Name] Name construction seems fine, no conflict found.  

[Device] Submitter is advised to draw device's laurel wreath larger and more clearly. No conflict 

found. 

 

13. Narkissa Ekaterina Vladimirovna (Loch Soilleir)  

Resubmitted Device; Name Passed Kingdom 04/97  

Proposed Blazon: Argent, a red fox proper rampant, in chief triangular gules a scimitar Or.  

Da'ud ibn Auda  

[Device] If the fox is truly "proper", we do not need the adjective "red" with it, since that is the 

default.  

The scimitar is not "in chief triangular", but rather is on a chief triangular.  

The scimitar is unnecessary to clear the conflict; merely adding the chief triangular gules would 

have done it, with a CD for the type of peripheral charge and another CD for changing its 

tincture.  

Gawain Miskbridge  

[Device] "...on a chief triangular..."  



Talan Gwynek  

[Device] If it's at all possible given the actual tincture, I'd blazon the beast a fox rampant gules, 

making this Argent, a fox rampant and on a chief triangular gules a scimitar or.  

Emerald Keep  

[Device] There is not, to our collective knowledge, a "chief triangular." The blazon should read: 

"per chevron inverted gules and argent a scimitar Or and a red fox rampant proper."  

Bryn Gwlad  

Name is on the 31 May LoI, to be ruled on 6 Sept.  

[Device] "Fox rampant proper" (per Table 3 in the CoA Glossary). "On a chief triangular". 

Suggested reblazon: "a fox proper doing the Macarena" (which gives 12 possible cadency 

variations).  

Northkeep  

[Device] This would seem to correct the previous conflict, but submitter is advised to draw the 

scimitar larger. No present conflict found. 

 

14. Penelope Stoddard (Steppes)  

New Name  

Talan Gwynek  

[Name] I've an independent instance of Penelope in a London baptismal record of 1584. 

Stoddard appears in a 1601 parish register from Lambourne, Essex (Hitching & Hitching, 

References to English Surnames in 1601, Walton-on-Thames, 1910, p.lxii). This is a fine late-

period name.  

Emerald Keep  

[Name] We have no problems with this name, barring any conflicts.  

Bryn Gwlad  

[Name] This is all Mari's. Penelope - Withycombe (pp. 240-241) lists the name and cites it as 

first being used as a christian name in the 16th century giving as an example, "Penelope" (1562-

1607) who was the daughter of William Devereux, Earl of Essex.  



Stoddard - Reaney (p. 428) under Stodart lists the variant "Stoddard". There is no date for the 

spelling "Stoddard", but "Stodard" is dated to 1482. Black (pp. 750-751) lists Stoddard. The only 

date that Black gives for the spelling "Stoddard" is 1802.  

Northkeep  

[Name] No conflict found. 

 

15. Phelim Gervase (Bryn Gwlad)  

Resubmitted Device; Name Passed Kingdom 05/97  

Proposed Blazon: Quarterly Or and argent, a cup gules.  

Da'ud ibn Auda  

[Device] Consider Taliesin O Sionnaigh o Pholl na tSionnaigh (June 1993), (Fieldless) Issuant 

from a goblet gules a demi-maiden in her modesty proper, crined and holding in her dexter hand 

a hawk's lure gules. There is one CD for fielded vs. fieldless. As I recall Taliesin's badge, there is 

probably another for removal of the demi-maiden, who I believe is a significant part of the 

charge, certainly the equivalent of addition/removal of wings, which has been determined to be 

worth a CD for primary charges. ("There was a consensus that, particularly in relatively simple 

armory, that the addition of wings to a beast which is a primary charge should be worth a CVD." 

(Da'ud ibn Auda, LoAR February 1991, p. 14).  

Emerald Keep  

[Device] We have no problems with this name, barring any conflicts.  

Bryn Gwlad  

His name is on the 31 May LoI, to be ruled on 6 Sept.  

[Device] A pity it's not a covered cup; the Pic Dic says that most period cups in armory were.  

Northkeep  

[Device] Changes seem to solve previous conflict. No new conflicts found. 

 

16. Roger of York (Stargate)  

New Device; Name Registered 04/92  



Proposed Blazon: Purpure, a bend azure cotised and charged with three roses argent.  

Da'ud ibn Auda  

[Device] The bend does not appear to be "cotised" so much as it does "fimbriated". Indeed, were 

it actually cotised, it would be color on color. Blazon fu: Purpure, on a bend azure fimbriated 

three roses argent.  

No conflicts found.  

Gawain Miskbridge  

[Device] Is it possible that this is intended to be "Purpure, on a bend azure fimbriated, three roses 

argent"?  

Talan Gwynek  

[Device] The picture shows a bend fimbriated, not a bend cotised.  

Emerald Keep  

[Device] The emblazon indicates that this should be blazoned with the bend "fimbriated" rather 

than "cotised."  

Bryn Gwlad  

[Device] "Purpure, on a bend azure fimbriated three roses argent". Close but clear of Le Viste 

(patron of the Unicorn Tapestries, important non-SCA arms), "Gules, on a bend azure three 

crescents argent".  

Northkeep  

[Device] Azure and purpure are not distinguishable, even cotised. Does using locative 'of York' 

and using the white roses of York cross the line into pretension? 

 

17. Sibyl O'Dowd (Dun na Loch Ruadh)  

New Name; New Device  

Proposed Blazon: Per fess wavy argent and vert, two dolphins haurient addorsed, in chief a 

lymphad sails furled, all counterchanged.  

Da'ud ibn Auda  



[Device] First, the difficulties with the submitted blazon: The "wavy" line of division needs far 

more amplitude. It is far, far too shallow to be identifiable at any distance. Making complex lines 

of division too small has been cause for return from Laurel before. "The indentations of the chief 

should be much larger: medieval emblazons of indented chiefs normally had three large indents. 

The submitted "pinking-shear" line has been a reason for return ere now (v. College of Caer 

Daibhidh, July 90)." (Bruce Draconarius of Mistholme, July 1992, p. 18) The dolphins need to 

be specified as natural dolphins; this being heraldry, dolphins are assumed to be heraldic until 

blazoned otherwise. While it is possible that the use of the word "counterchanged" applied to all 

of the charges may reproduce the emblazon, in fact the lymphad is not "counterchanged"; 

presumably it is vert. It would probably be clearer to specify that. Blazon fu: Per fess wavy 

argent and vert, two natural dolphins haurient addorsed counterchanged, in chief a lymphad 

sails furled vert.  

Gawain Miskbridge  

[Device] The emblazon seems to show bottlenosed dolphins rather than the heraldic fish.  

Talan Gwynek  

[Name] My collection of feminine given names from Reaney & Wilson has examples of the 

forename (in a variety of forms) from the late 12th c. through to the end of our period. (Oddly 

enough, I don't have this specific form, though I do have Sibyll 1279.) I'm sure that Sibyl is 

acceptable, though late-period forms, which would go better with the surname, tend to have 

double-l: Sybell, Sibill, Sybyll, etc. Woulfe gives O Dowda, O Douda, O Dooda, O Dowdy, O 

Duda, and O Doddie as late 16th or early 17th c. Englishings of Irish Ó Dubhda. From these it 

would appear that the final syllable wasn't lost, even in English, until after our period. Clearly the 

best choice here is O Dowda. Sibyl O Dowda would be acceptable, though Sybyll O Dowda 

would probably be a bit more authentic.  

Emerald Keep  

We have no problems with this name or this device, barring any conflicts.  

Bryn Gwlad  

[Name] This is all Mari's. Sibyl - Withycombe (pp. 267-268) lists the name Sibyl, saying it was 

introduced to England after the Norman conquest. Robert, Duke of Normandy, son of William 

the Conqueror married Sibylla of Conversane. Withycombe gives the default spelling as Sibyl, 

but gives no specific date for that spelling variant. "Sybil" is listed as a variant of Sibe'al in 

O'Corrain and Maguire (p. 165), but no dates are given for this variant. The Dymock parish 

registers list "Sibyll Raynoldes" on 16 Feb 1551/2 on p. 16.  

O'Dowd - Reaney (p. 328) lists O'Dowd but gives no date for it. MacLysaght (p. 88) lists (O) 

Dowd, but gives no specific date. He gives the Irish form as "O'Dubhda". The entry states "A 

leading sept of the northern Ui Fiachrach."  



[Device] My first impression was "Sea World!". My second thought was a caption: "The first 

lymphad from Lilliput came to a tragic end due to a pair of playful porpoises".  

VIII.3 mentions "excessive counterchanging" as a possible cause for return. The 5/94 LoAR had 

a return for "Per bend sinister embattled argent and azure, a ship counterchanged."  

Yet this seems identifiable ... but that's because it's such a poor wavy. Dervilia O'Shannon, 9/92 

LoAR (Bruce prec. s.v. "Lines of Division - Nebuly and Wavy"), had "[A fess wavy with waves 

drawn with amplitude about 1/4 wavelength] The wavy line was drawn too small to be 

considered a period rendition. Medieval wavy lines were drawn big, bold (so much that they 

were sometimes misblazoned nebuly by Victorian armorists). This must be returned for 

redrawing." There has been one return this year citing insufficiently-bold details, but it was 

engrailing on an elf-bolt: Roffal de Rennes, 4/97 LoAR, Middle returns. There are two clearer 

returns in 1996. - Or am I being too picky?  

Northkeep  

[Name] Name seems fine, no conflicts found.  

[Device] Talana calls this 'picture heraldry' or unheraldry. The elements are difficult to identify, 

especially the lymphad, which is virtually incomprehensible. The wavy field division is quite 

obscured by the dolphins. Rearrangement of these charges is recommended.  

 

18. Suzanne de la Ferté (Stargate)  

New Name; New Device  

Proposed Blazon: Azure, three sets of quill and artist's brush inverted in saltire argent.  

Da'ud ibn Auda  

[Device] From the Glossary of Terms, Appendix 1 (Terms Commonly Misused in the SCA 

College of Arms): "Quill: An heraldic term for a spool about which yarn or thread is wound. 

Also called Embroiderer's quill, Quill of yarn. See also Quill Pen, Feather." A quill looks nothing 

like the charges here; it looks rather like a modern spool of thread. The charges blazoned as 

"quills" here are either "quill pens" (it is impossible to tell in the mini-emblazon whether the tip 

of the shaft has been cut into a pen nib or not) or "feathers".  

The positions of the charges in each pair are difficult to blazon properly. The feathers are not 

"inverted", but the brushes are. However, if we blazon each pair as "a feather and an artist's 

brush inverted", it could easily be interpreted that the feather as well as the brush are inverted. 

Yet the grammar of blazon requires us to blazon the bendwise charge first. And clearly the 

artist's brushes are inverted, while the feathers equally clearly are not.  



The difficulty in creating a blazon which will adequately reproduce the emblazon is indicative of 

the non-period style of this arrangement of charges. If this were still at the consultation stage, I 

would certainly try to talk the submitter into a different design/arrangement using the same 

charges and tinctures. However, it is not, and I am at a loss as to how to adequately blazon this. 

Barring a suitable blazon, we may have to return this, per RfS VII.7.b. ("Reconstruction 

Requirement - Elements must be reconstructible in a recognizable form from a competent 

blazon. Any element used in Society armory must be describable in standard heraldic terms so 

that a competent heraldic artist can reproduce the armory solely from the blazon. Elements that 

cannot be described in such a way that the depiction of the armory will remain consistent may 

not be used, even if they are identifiable design motifs that were used before 1600.")  

Talan Gwynek  

[Name] Ferté is 'fortress' and is, according to Dauzat, a not uncommon place-name. Dauzat & 

Rostaing (Les noms de lieu en France) s.n. Ferté show any number of places called La Ferté, 

now often with a further modifier; it seems likely that Richard was from one of them.  

Emerald Keep  

We find no problems with this submission, barring any conflicts.  

Bryn Gwlad  

[Name] Again, Mari's: Suzanne - submitter is correct in that the English variant "Susanna" dated 

to 1200 in Withycombe as noted. Farmer's Oxford Dictionary of Saints states that "Susanna" was 

a 3rd Century Roman martyr. She is listed under the entry for Tiburtius and Susanna on p. 466.  

[Device] "Azure, three pairs of in saltire a feather and an artist's brush inverted argent"? Unless 

there is a nib evident, they're just feathers. I keep looking at the other charges, and I keep 

thinking "drum sticks". I just can't see them as brushes. Arrows have been returned for having 

heads and fletching too small (Siobhan nic Ghiolla Mhin, 5/95). I think this is similar, and should 

be returned. She should look at the Pict Dict illustration, and exaggerate the brush part (just like 

arrow details are exaggerated) to make it identifiable.  

Northkeep  

[Name] Name seems fine, no conflict found.  

[Device] It is very difficult to identify the charges. If they were drawn larger it might help. 

Possible conflict found with Michael the Limner: Azure, in fess three quill pens argent, a bordure 

or. Also Elizabeth Bellclerke: Azure, in fess three quill pens bendwise sinister argent. 

 

19. Zara Zina Theanos (Elfsea)  



Resubmitted Name  

Gawain Miskbridge  

[Name] I'm lost: the first name is made-up Greek with the names "Zare" and "Sara" to support 

the construction? The second name is Abyssinian, or is it the name of an Abyssinian saint in 

another (unspecified) language?  

Talan Gwynek  

[Name] (The previous submission was actually Zahra Xena Theano, without the final s, and 

there was another reason for the return, namely, that the documentation for Xena was 

questionable.) It seems to me that the lady is simply missing the point. You can't assemble name 

elements like beads on a string and expect to have a period name; you have to take into account 

the way(s) names were formed in the cultures using those elements. The lady still hasn't provided 

any evidence that the structure of this name is compatible with Greek (or any other) naming 

practice of any vintage. But there are other problems here, starting with the documentation of the 

names themselves.  

The documentation for Zara appears to confuse two completely different names; indeed, they 

aren't even of the same gender. To use the spellings of the King James Version, the first-

mentioned name is Zerah; he was a son of Reuel, a son of Esau (Genesis 36:17). The second is 

Sarah, the wife of Abraham, formerly called Sarai (Genesis 17:15). As is noted in the ILoI, the 

Greek form of Sarah is Sara; since Greek zeta is a completely different letter from Greek sigma, 

this in no way justifies Zara. I'm willing to believe that Zara is a Greek version of the masculine 

name; it's the form used in the Douay Bible and the Vulgate. (I don't have convenient access to a 

Greek Septuagint, unfortunately.) The feminine name evidently came into regular use; as Sarra it 

is found in England within a century after the Conquest. I have no evidence that Zara was used 

as a personal name outside of the ancient Biblical context; the only entry for it in Lemprière's 

Classical Dictionary is for a city near Armenia Minor.  

The documentation for Theanos is similarly confused. It mentions three different names, none of 

which is the submitted one (unless there's a typo somewhere). The first is the masculine name 

Theon; Lemprière mentions several persons of this name in classical times, but I have no more 

recent examples. The next is Theonas, apparently another man's name; Lemprière has no entry 

for it or for Theanos, which I checked on the chance that the name in the ILoI was typoed. The 

third, Theano, is a feminine name that occurs in Greek mythology; however, Lemprière also 

notes some apparently historical bearers of the name, and we have also the evidence of 11th c. 

Byzantine use mentioned in the ILoI.  

Finally, we know almost nothing about Zina. (Abyssinian saints aren't exactly common topics of 

conversation over dinner. In fact, it seems fair to call them downright obscure.) Is the name 

masculine or feminine? What language is it? (Quite a few languages are spoken in Ethiopia, and 

they belong to at least three different families, Semitic, Cushitic, and Nilotic.) Is this its native 

form, or has it been Hellenized or Latinized? When was it in use?  



Apparently we have here a Hellenized form of an ancient Hebrew (or at least Semitic) man's 

name; a name of Ethiopian provenance about which we know nothing else; and an 

undocumented name resembling the Greek feminine name Theano (but with an ending that is 

usually masculine). With the exception of Theanos, which isn't documented at all, they are 

forenames; if one of the names offered as documentation for Theanos were substituted for it, this 

would be a string of three forenames. Moreover, it seems probable that they would be forenames 

originating in three different languages, though it's certainly conceivable that Byzantine culture 

at some point would have accommodated both Greek Theano and Hellenized Sara. But no 

evidence has been offered for this potpourri, and it doesn't match any structure that I associate 

with names in any of the relevant cultures.  

Hebrew names seem to have been strongly patronymic at an early date; there's no sign here of a 

patronymic in anything even approximating a Hebrew style. Classical Greek bynames were often 

patronymic, formed by the addition of a derivational suffix to the father's forename; there's no 

sign of that structure here. Byzantine naming was a bit different, at least among aristocratic 

families. (There's a good article now on the Web, accessible from Arval's page of name lists at 

<http://www.panix.com/~mittle/names>.) It featured both descriptive bynames and family 

names. These were both inflected for gender, and the family names seem to have used a limited 

set of derivational suffixes. Again, there's nothing of the sort in this submission.  

I'm afraid that someone is going to have to tell the lady that wishing isn't going to turn this into a 

period name. She should take to heart Laurel's advice back in March of 1995 and argue for a 

feminization of the Spanish name Sarracino. My Glossary of Personal Names in Díez Melcón's 

Apellidos Castellano-Leoneses in the 1993 KWHS proceedings has Sarracino ten times between 

929 and 1073, Sarrazin 1145, and at least eleven other citations for the masculine name in 

various spellings. Since the name was originally an ethnic byname meaning 'Saracen', it had a 

ready-made feminine form, Sarracina, Sarrazina, etc. This name remains unattested, but it 

conforms otherwise to Spanish naming practice, and as Pelican I would not have hesitated to 

register Sarrazina with a compatible byname. Finally, Díez Melcón (291) cites Petrus Theon 

867. (This is in a list of bynames of unclassified or unknown origin.) Sarrazina Theon can't be 

considered a likely name, historically speaking, but it doesn't seem to be utterly unreasonable for 

a Spanish setting c.900. And to be honest, I think that the lady is extraordinarily lucky that there 

is an arguably authentic name this close to the sound that she wants.  

Emerald Keep  

[Name] We find no problems with this name, barring any conflicts. There is hagiographical 

record (St. Basil the Great, "hagios para theos") of a Christian virgin martyr named "Zara" listed 

during the persecutions of Diocletian.  

Bryn Gwlad  

[Name] Mari: Theanos - A Theanos was bishop of Amidon, p. 251 and was elected as bishop 

some time after the Council of Nicaea and died before St. Epiphanius wrote the Panarion during 

the years 374-376. Also in the Panarion (p. 259) is listed Theonas the Libyan (of Marmarica). He 

would also have lived before 374-376.  



Daniel: where is the evidence that Greeks could have two given names and that Theanos is a 

patronymic construction?  

Northkeep  

[Name] From a structure neither Arabic nor Greek to Greek/Hebrew/Abyssinian. Commentators 

possess insufficient references on these naming practices to comment effectively. 

 


